Capability Statement

Offshore Oil and Gas
MarineSpace provides specialist marine environmental assessment, consenting and monitoring
advice to the offshore oil and gas sector
Our Vision
To work collaboratively with our clients, and with due consideration for the sensitivity of the marine
environment, to provide consistently high quality, reliable advice regarding the planning, consenting,
development, operation and monitoring of their projects.
With our team of experienced and well informed consultants MarineSpace is able to offer our clients specialist
environmental, consenting, project management and project delivery advice for a wide range of oil and gas related
exploration, development and monitoring activities. Typical services include technical input on desk top studies,
route and site selection, environmental assessment, survey contractor selection / management, marine survey
design, environmental monitoring programme management, data interpretation, technical reporting and Quality
Assurance.
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Specifically, MarineSpace is able to provide the following services and products in the following areas:
Permitting, Consenting and Compliance including Policy Advice
Project Management
Stakeholder Engagement
Feasibility and Site Selection Studies
Marine Survey Design, Implementation and Management, including Offshore Client Representation
EIAs and Marine Planning Impact Assessments
Habitat Regulations Assessments
Environmental Baseline Surveys
Environmental Monitoring Programmes
GIS, Data Interpretation, Presentation and Management
Environmental Due Diligence
Decommissioning Advice and Guidance

Consultancy, Consenting and Compliance Services for Marine Developers
For more information contact Phil Durrant
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Telephone: 07711 824 353
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advice to the offshore oil and gas sector
Key Benefits of Using MarineSpace

Project Case Study
MarineSpace was employed by a contractor on behalf of
Repsol S.A. to provide expertise for offshore biological
seabed survey data acquisition, the interpretation of data
collected during surveys and the subsequent reporting of
findings.

Extremely experienced staff
Strong work ethic and project delivery history
Extensive knowledge of marine consenting and
environmental issues
Excellent knowledge of the regulatory processes for all
marine developments
Expertise across a range of industries
Ability to deliver both high‐level strategic and targeted
technical advice

The work, located in the Canaries Channel off NW Africa was
completed as part of planned field development activities.
MarineSpace staff designed and managed investigation of the
seabed surrounding 6 proposed well sites, located between
54 and 73 km from the eastern coast of Lanzarote and
Fuerteventura during deep water ROV surveys. Offshore
support was also supplied by MarineSpace associates during
the surveys.
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MarineSpace’s
in‐house ecology team and specialist
associates, analysed the ROV survey data and stills
photographs to assess the type and abundance of species
within the survey areas surrounding the well sites and diapir
locations.

Biology, Ecology
& Conservation

To present the outcomes of the biological seabed survey in
the field report, raw data provided from the survey
operations were analysed by MarineSpace’s GIS team to plot
the survey positions and model the bathymetries surrounding
the well sites and diapir features.

Archaeology &
Heritage

Recent Oil and Gas Clients
DONG Energy
Perenco UK
Centrica plc
Repsol S.A.

MarineSpace is registered with the Achilles
First Point Assessment (FPAL) system
Supplier Number: 10054614
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